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of juggling on horseback. Standing on horseback, that is. The rosinback riding
routine moved from individual to duet juggling, to duet juggling while both
performers were standing on different horses. The audience was definitely
amazed, so things were going just fine.

Next up was Ms. Francie on the Roman Rings. After what was looking to be
a standard routine to the hardened circusgoer, she balanced horizontally with
her neck and ankles inside the rings, and that really made the whole perform-
ance sparkle (apart from the disco ball and costume). Castle’s Performing
Bears kept the momentum going – a dancing bear is one thing, but I swear one
of them was doing the Charleston. Similarly, a bear going upstairs might seem
strange yet mundane, but a bear going downstairs while doing a handstand is
a bear of a different color entirely.The Aleppo Clowns came out to do a short
skit after that.

As a circus these days has three rings, there’s no need to limit the action to
just one. The next act was TJ Howell in the ring on one end and the
Dominguez Family in the other, displaying feats of juggling.  Next came a
“cowboy” act audition. I’m not sure if the cowboy got the job, but I think the
horse stole the show. Then Ms. Francie made her return to show us all exact-
ly how many hula hoops one person can realistically twirl.

Before we get into the next act, yes, I know they were out before, but this was
the big performance, so it needs a better introduction, therefore: no circus is
complete without clowns (which is certainly a better state of affairs than in the
original circuses in Rome, which were never complete without a staged battle),
so the Aleppo Clowns were next up. Under the expert direction of Rollo, the
clowns attempted to fix a fault in the pie factory. They failed miserably, and
our Oriental Guide, Dennis Reebel, got a pie in the face for his trouble, fol-
lowed by a non-working stretcher, so it was kind of neat to see a couple of gags
rolled together. The final act of the first half of the show was a Comedy
Trapeze Act that seemed to be inspired by Jim Carrey’s The Mask, but it was
difficult for me to see, as it was at the other end of the Auditorium.

The first half was over, but there was plenty more to do. Face painting by the
HONS was especially popular again this year, and the ubiquitous elephant
ride was supplemented by a camel. There was a small bounce slide, and of
course the train. Now if this wasn’t enough to fill an intermission, there was
plenty of food, drink, and toys to be had at the various concession booths inside
and outside the Auditorium. Hot dogs, fried dough, soda, lemonade (in a yel-
low commemorative reusable cup, no less), sno-cones, and other various and
sundry were there for culinary consumption.

Upon returning to our regularly scheduled programming, the audience was
treated to a Country-Western themed acrobatic/comedic display, followed by
some two-ring unicycle action by TJ Howell and the McIntyer Family. Things
were on fire (quite literally), and it was a good act, but something was still
missing….

That “something” was the elephant. It is functionally impossible to have a
circus without one, so it’s got to be around.  Sure enough, out comes the ele-
phant, doing things that one would not believe an elephant was capable of
doing.

For the finale, the Dominguez Family came out to the Sphere of Doom to do
some motocross work. They managed to run three bikes simultaneously in  a
three-quarter sphere. It was an exciting end to an exciting show!

But, wait, there’s more! The Circus takes place over the course of a whole
week, so there’s a lot of special events going on. Dennis Reebel, Ill. Jeff, Savvas
Fotiadis got their heads shaved when the honor of doing so was auctioned off
on Saturday between the lunch break between shows. All the money raised
from the head shaving was donated to the Aleppo Shriners Children’s
Transportation Fund. Scottish Rite Family Life also sold tickets for the 1 PM
Sunday show, and did very well in sales.

For the first time ever a MYCHIP event was held on Saturday thanks to the
efforts of RW & Noble Russ Walters, the DeMolay Lodge, and all the other
volunteers for that program. They managed to get 77 kids in the course of hav-
ing no advertising, and as both Nobles Walters and David Newcomb put it,
“really only from the Auditorium entrance to the arena door to get any poten-
tial customers.” Since Shriners does what it does exclusively for the benefit of
children, pairing MYCHIP and the Circus is a natural fit, and hopefully this
long overdue match was successful enough to be repeated next year, and we all
hope YOU’LL be there!
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